


  

VIA CECATI - 

HISTORICAL CENTER WE ARE HERE



  

Before construction

Timavo boulevard

intersection with Pariati street

Park and Ride "Cecati east" 300 parking 
spaces

Minibus terminus

Kindergarten "Rodari"

junior high school "A. Aosta"

Shops\offices\ banks
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Before construction



  

Cecati street width 
7,5m

Minibus terminus

Park and Ride "Cecati east" entrance

Park and Ride "Cecati west" entrance

junior high school entrance

Minibus 
terminus

Before construction



  

Before construction

bad condition and narrow sidewalk



  

TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

32% vehicles SPEED>50km/h (red line)
19% vehicles SPEED>60km/h (blue line)

number of vehicles in 
rush hour (morning and evening) in two 
opposite directions
about 13500 vehicles in a day

SPEED - VOLUME GRAPH



  

Cecati street had a lot of problems: 
 is too straight and travel lanes was too wide
 vehicles speed was too high
 had bad condition and narrow sidewalks
 sidewalk was interrupted by a lot of intersections, in particular 
the entries af parkings near the school
there was no spaces for bicycles
pedestrian crossings was not safe
 intersection with Pariati street was very dangerous
 parkings entries was sensless placed, too near to school and  
beyon pedestrian traffic light considering that most of vehicles 
come from south

Cecati street was not a urban street, 
was not pedestrian and bicycle friendly



  

Purposes of Retrofitting
 reduce vehicles speed
 reduce sidewalks interruptions
 enlarge sidewalks
 create safe spaces for bicycles
 make pedestrian crossings more safe
 make intersection with Pariati street more safe
 

Create a beatiful and attractive urban street, 
bicycle and pedestrian friendly



  

Project Strategies 
Implement Traffic Calming Measures:
 One Compact roundabout with islands for pedestrian 
crossing in the intersection with via Pariati to slow traffic 
and improve safety of junction;
 One raised crosswalk near school
 Narrow traffic lanes to obtain wide spaces for bicycle 
and pedestrian

 Reduce intersections moving the parking entries in 
roundabout;

 Make use of high quality materials;



  

Realizzazione di pista ciclo pedonale su entrambi i 
lati di via Cecati

Realizzazione di piattaforma rialzata

Realizzazione di rotatoria con nuovi accessi ai 
parcheggi



  

Compact roundabout 30m diameter -  5 arms – 
central overrun – islands for pedestrian 
crossing – designed to slow traffic



  

Raised crosswalk near the school



  

Wide shared spaces for bicycles and pedestrian obtained 
with narrowing travel lanes – sloping curbs delimit this 
spaces from traffic lanes



  

Materiali di qualità: granite curbs and cubes, 
concrete



  

why we change streets? from 1998 to this day
166 new compact roundabouts 
23 in sostituzione di semafori
84 in sostituzione di intersezioni a T 

210 km of new bile paths 

a lot of traffic calming measures: raised intersections, raised 
crosswalks, chicanes, travel lanes narrowed, speed humps, 
zone 30 .....

injureds


